Abstract-In the corporate world, a large number of people store their data on clouds. For doing this they need to give their confidential data in the hands of the third party, commonly known as service providers. These cloud service providers cannot be trusted since the complete data is stored in one single cloud. This increases security risks to the user's sensitive data. Due to this issue of data integrity risk and service availability failure, the concept of "Cloud-of-Clouds" comes into picture. Cloud-of-clouds are also known as "inter-clouds" or "multi-clouds". Use of cloud-ofclouds provides a higher level of security to the user's confidential data. The aim of this paper is to secure the user's data by using cloud-of clouds.
This paper concentrates on providing security in the multi-cloud environment. The data is distributed in different clouds. Each cloud then generates a unique key that is further given to the user. When the user wants to access his data he can do so by using this key. However, if a particular cloud crashes or is hacked it is the loss of the user-as the user does not get the entire data. To overcome this issue, each of the distributed data unit is replicated and stored in another server and is recognized by the key generated for that unit by the original cloud. If any problem occurs in the clouds, this data can be retrieved from the server. Thus there is no loss of the user's data.
V. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
When the user uploads data, the system generates a secret key which is invisible to the user.
This secret key is used to form polynomial from which the three keys from different clouds are generated. We are using (k, n) threshold where (k < n), k denotes number of clouds and n denotes number of bytes in the file.
Choose at random (k-1) coefficients a1, a2, a3 … ak-1, and secret key be a0
The keys f(0), f(1), f(2) are being generated by cloud. The generalized key is then encrypted using Byte Substitution Encryption Algorithm. When the client sends the download/ retrieval request, the provider asks for the generalized encrypted key.
VI. MODULES A. Registration & Authentication
It is a module where the login and registration of the users will be provided by the system. Their details will be stored in database or server.
B. File Distribution
In this module, all the files uploaded by the user are been distributed on 3 cloud servers and simultaneously key will be generated from each cloud.
C. Key sharing
It is a mode where unique and generalized key is generated from the system. The key will be encrypted and the key is stored by the server with their respective files allocated to it. This key will be used while retrieving the data again.
D. File Storage and Retrieval
This module is linked with key authenticating block too as these uploaded files are related to unique keys generated. The user enters the encrypted key and the encrypted key is then decrypted, once it's done they retrieve the required saved data from the different servers.
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The distributed files which are stored in 3 different clouds will be replicated/stored on another single server with three different files. The name of the files will be same as the three keys generated from the server.
Further is there is difficulty in retrieving the files from the clouds then the file is searched in the replicated storage cloud with the help of key.
VII. SYSTEM DESIGN F. System Architecture
The client initially registers himself/herself by using his credentials into the application for further usage of application. Once after registration is completed then data is need to be uploaded on the servers (3 clouds storage). The data is divided using sequential binary distribution algorithm and the divided data is saved into the clouds byte by byte. Respective keys are being generated from respective clouds and a generalized key is encrypted using byte substitution encryption technique. This encrypted key is then provided to the user/client.
For downloading the same data from the servers, the client uses the encrypted key which is decrypted and the three keys are again generated and are being given to clouds and the data is retrieved.
G. Equations
The above equations provides the key generation expression for different clouds where a0 is the generalized secret key, a1, a2, a3 … ak-1 are random coefficients and k is the number of cloud storages. The above pictorial diagram shows the user who wants to upload 99Kb of data and the key provided by cloud after accepting the data. These keys are generalized into a single key which is further passed through encryption process.
I. File Replication
The file distributed on the three clouds is replicated/ copied on another cloud (Replicated Storage) with the same key generated by the cloud. Every time when the data is uploaded or updated, it will follow the same working. Thus enhancing the secure backup of the file.
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The key is encrypted to enhance further security to data. In this paper we have done the encryption by adding 3 to the current value of each digit of the key. And the decryption process is done vice-versa. The purpose of adding encryption to the generalized key is just to enhance more security to access the cloud data. The above diagram shows the simple encryption technique whereas in real time implementation we can use higher version of encryption technique used in cryptography.
The encrypted key is provided by the user which further decrypts and this decrypted key is provided to the cloud and the data is being retrieved.
I. Data Retrieval on Cloud Crashed/Hacked
If any cloud crashes or hacked then data is retrieved from the replicated storage cloud, file naming the corresponding key is copied in the respective cloud again. Thus, the user gets to access the file again. The fig. below demonstrates the working and retrieval of data when the cloud crashes or hacked.
II. CONCLUSION
It is clear that although the use of cloud computing is rapidly increasing; cloud computing security is still a major issue. Due to this, people or customers prefer storing theory data in multiple clouds or cloud-of-clouds. Thus this paper implements a solution to enhance security in the cloud computing environment with the help of multiple clouds. It also supports the migration to multi-cloud environment due to its ability to decrease security risks that affect the cloud computing user. The method proposed in this system will overcome the securities issues in single clouds well as multi-clouds. 
